
PETER P CONWAY 

I am an incumbent member of the Board of Directors seeking re-election. This 

year I had the honor to serve as Secretary. Since this was a new role on a new 7-

person Board the office had to be created. We took the duties as prescribed by 

Florida law and incorporated them into a corporate secretary's role. Then I with 

others delved into a myriad of issues that were created by the turnover. 

Some of the things that were accomplished with my involvement this year: 

► Designing and implementing ways to operate in an environment caused

by the COV/D-19 crisis. With the exception of a two-week period in March.

The Board and all of its Committees were able to operate all year

► I led a search that appointed a new General Counsel who has improved

our processes beyond expectations

► With the help and dedication of our election committee we were able to

clear all the obstacles and change from Chair Counsel to Resident

Elections for the Board and implement electronic voting capabilities

On the personal side I am a 26-year property owner in University Park. In that 

time, I have been a Neighborhood Chair, A member of the Turnover Steering 

Group and a Board Member 

My business experience includes 28 years of executive management, 19 of those 

years as Senior Management. I headed organizations with as many as 3,300 

people. 

After corporate retirement I started 2 consulting companies one in Illinois and 

one in Florida I also served on two corporate Boards one as Chairman 



Questions for Board of Directors Candidates ( PETER P CONWAY) 

What are the 3 to 5 most important issues for action in 2021 by the association Board 

I would rank these issues as the most important: 

• Finish all aspects of the Turnover

• Act on the old sales office and Parcel 7

• From the community survey develop the list of improvements/additions

that were suggested and then rank them and get resident input. Then cost

them out and get input again. Finally plan and execute

What recent experience do you have of the issues and challenges in UP 

10 years as Neighborhood Chair made me aware of most issues. 

6 years on the Turnover Steering group led to my involvement in most of the 

issues 

1 year on the Board has led me to be up to my elbows in trying to fix or solve the 

issues. I embrace the challenge. 

Are you willing to commit to committee or other leadership work in addition to a 

Board role? 

I believe other leadership work is also the role of the director. Most things that 

get resolved have multi-directors involved. I work anywhere from 15 to 30 hours 

a week on UP issues. I know full well that I had to commit to that level of work 

load to seek re-election. Anyone who does not make that commitment will fail. 




